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Software 

Gas fan burner simulation  

9.1 

 Explain design and function of a 
gas fan burner at the virtual mo-
del 

 Compile the interdependences 
on C02, 02, soot number and 
exhaust gas losses during air 
and/or load adjustment 

 Task formulation with the follo-
wing evaluation of the burner 
adjustment by the program 

 Printing of a burner adjustment 
protocol for passing to the stu-
dents  

Important attributes: 

Program description: 

The simulation program gas fan burner allows the execution of commissioning and adjustment trainings directly at the PC 
and obtains the basic principles during the load adjustment and their optimization concerning the emission values and the 
efficiency. 

For the tests the program makes a modern gas burner with a gas compact unit available. Air volume and gas adjustments 
(pressure controller, starting gas pressure, jet printing) can be performed as with a original burner. Covering a wider load 
range, two different nozzles for natural gas and liquid gas can be used. 

For the metrological determination of the emission values an exhaust measuring device (C02, 02, CO, exhaust gas tempera-
ture, etc.) is present and for the gas throughput a gas volumeter. For determining the current gas flow rate from the display 
of the gas volumeter a stop watch is available in the program. With an U-tube pressure gauge for the burner adjustment and 
check, you can measure on different parts (inlet pressure, pressure after the filter, starting gas pressure, jet printing) of the 
gas path. 

To the clarification of the control sequence at the burner starting procedure, a time/function display can be placed on the 
screen. Alternatively a continuous line recorder permits the recording of the chronological course of the burner adjustment 
values. 

The program can be used also for the default of adjustable boiler loads and their following evaluation. The selected settings 
and the test results can be printed as protocol.  

Order number: 

0000 4242 School license 

Operating system: 

Windows 98 and later versions 

Main screen with all available displays  

Task formulation by the program, e.g. 
default of adjustable boiler loads 

Evaluation of the burner adjustment, i.e. 
check of the emission values and/or.  

exhaust gas losses  


